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Application for the extradition of Ms Bruni Dr. Rosamaria
Press Conference CEED on the mechanisms of legal plunder of foreign children
Andorra Friday, July 29, 2011 - 10:00am
- Criminal Court -

"A little Berlin girl deported abroad by her mother - Luna finally at home after 1888 days" headlined Bild
Zeitung, the largest German daily newspaper; a narcissistic mirror of nationalism, gloating how Germans
had recaptured chattel that eluded Germany for so many years.
Consider the report by questioning the facts: How is Berlin 'home' for a 9 year old girl who has never even
lived in Germany nor speaks a word of German? How can the German community rejoice with such
rapture in such violent trauma and psycho-logical laceration? How the forceable rendition of a child to a
completely alien country be in her best interests? How might Luna feel confronted with a German father
who imprisons her mother?
This report really glimpses a scandal in the dark heart of Europe, dimensions of unresolved issues the
Union cannot even assess in scope. Germany (as EU demographic studies demonstrate) will lose 15 million
inhabitants over the next 50 years. Accordingly, German Federal government policy manipulates family
judicial processes in all aspects to retain the children of all foreign parents within its domain.
German legal experts coordinate their peculiar judicial system with European treaties to round up as many
children as possible and to extort ransom from all across Europe. As such, German lawyers abuse the
generous and full good faith and trust that their partners in Europe have been willing to lend them.
It is the policy suffered by Dr. Rosamaria Bruni, an Italian citizen, a child psychiatrist in Andorra,
who has just spent three months in prison at the behest of official German authorities and mechanisms,
which require the return of her daughter Luna as well as her own extradition to Germany.
Married to a German doctor, Ms. Bruni was resident in London until her separation. The English judge
inadvertently awarded custody of very young children to a German father, perhaps because Luna was born
in Berlin. A manhunt ensued for Ms. Bruni and her child throughout Hungary, then Guatemala, Italy and
ultimately, Andorra. The former spouse of Dr. Bruni, Dr. Tinnemann, was supported in this campaign
by his Foreign Minister (Mr Westerwelle) and the entire German public opinion, which considers that
a foreign parent who refuses to live in Germany is a criminal. Upon formal denunciation by an Italian
prosecutor (at the request of German authorities), Dr. Tinnemann had the mother arrested and subsequently
kidnapped Luna, who has now been placed in his home by the German authorities.
On this occasion of the extradition trial, CEED will organize a press conference this Friday along with
parents of different nationalities (American, Italian, French) who are themselves victims of brutal German
State policy. They come in support of Dr. Rosamaria Bruni, but also as witness to ill-treatment of
Dr. Marinella Colombo, who has likewise been imprisoned in Milan several times and most recently these
last 5 months, sequestered without contact in the same manner and for the same reasons as Ms. Bruni in
Andorra, despite clear and convincing evidence of gross fraud and perversion of due process as perpetrated
by German lawyers and central authorities at all levels.
Time 10:00am - 11:00am near the Tribunal
Location will be announced on the website of CEED.
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